
High-speed Connectivity Is 
Transforming Private Jet Travel
How FlexExec Delivers reliability at 40,000 ft
Travelers flying privately expect a premium level of service. And high-speed connectivity  
is no exception. No matter how far they are from their business and life on the ground, 
high-quality, highly resilient broadband is a must—from taxiing to touchdown. 

A breakthrough solution 
FlexExec from Intelsat is a global in-flight 
connectivity service that truly lives up to 
private jet travelers’ expectations. 

When and where  
you need it most
With 80% of flight hours in less than  
20% of the world’s geographies, a 
redundant solution is key. Whether 
transferring large files, video 
conferencing or browsing the web, 
FlexExec has you covered. 

Industry-first service plan flexibility
At Intelsat, we understand one size doesn’t fit all. Together with Satcom Direct (SD), we are advancing 
inflight internet for business aviation through hassle-free, end-to-end managed solutions. Offered 
exclusively through SD, FlexExec has you covered no matter how your connectivity needs evolve. Flight 
departments now have the flexibility to choose a plan that is right for their unique needs. 

Upgrade your passenger experience
To learn more about enhancing your executive passenger experience, visit www.intelsat.com/businessjet

Stay connected. Stay productive. 
There’s no need for travelers to put business or life on hold just because they’re flying.
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Pay as you goUnlimited Power by the hour
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Designed specifically 
for business aviation
Unlike other networks where capacity 
is shared across other verticals such as 
commercial aero and consumer broadband, 
FlexExec delivers committed network 
resources to business aviation, so you  
won’t see a drop in performance.

Multi-layered coverage
Core, high-throughput layers of capacity 
ensure redundancy and resiliency—
reinforced by additional wide-beam 
coverage. Never again will you need to 
alter a route to stay connected. 

Connect with  
confidence
Our in-house, robust management of the 
space segment, hub and ground network 
means no matter how your connectivity 
requirements change in the future, FlexExec  
will deliver a seamless, consistent 
connectivity experience.

Hourly billing for your 
connectivity needs.

Get unlimited data  
use with consistent 
monthly billing. 

Only pay for what you use. 
It’s that simple. 
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